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This interactive board book allows children to learn their ABC's with 26 durable sliding panels and a

whole alphabet of colorful creatures. Kids will love reading this book and parents will love how their

faces light up as they guess what creature will appear on the next page. With beautiful hand-drawn

illustrations, itâ€™s a fun and exciting way of learning the alphabet that kids will never tire of.
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Alex A. Lluch is a renowned author who has written more than 200 books in a diverse range of

subjects, including business, weddings, weight loss, health, fitness, babies, pregnancy, self-help

and more. He has sold more than 4 million books in North America alone. Lluch is known for writing

books that are very comprehensive yet extremely easy to read and understand, making them

favorites of readers worldwide. He has been featured on Fox News, AOL Health, WebMD,

Pregnancy Today, Parenting magazine, the Chicago Sun Times, and more.

My daughter loves this book! It's been a go to ever since we got it. She loves sliding the little picture

over to find out what leter goes with what animal. I did have to send it back for a replacement bc the

first copy had a page that was coming unglued. The second copy was better.b

Slide and seek board books are the best designed books for very young children. My daughter has



loved books since she was born. She's one now and pretty rough with books. The books that have

flaps are cute but no match for her. She rips the flaps right off. With the sliding design she can't rip

off anything! She loves this book and loves ABC's and animals! It's perfect! I also purchased the

numbers slide and seek board book by the same author and we don't like it as much. It was

published after this one, which is surprising because it doesn't work as well. With the numbers book,

my daughter gets frustrated bc the parts that slide are very difficult to maneuver. She ends up

tearing them out and it becomes a pain for the both of us. The numbers book is not made as well as

the alphabet book. I don't recommend buying the numbers book for very young toddlers. But I highly

recommend this alphabet slide and seek board book!

Such a great book. It's small and fits into little hands very nicely. The slide pictures slide so

smoothly so little ones can easily look through it on their own. I love that the animals actually look

like the animal too. I hate how often children's books depict animals in abstract form. Sometimes

you just want a bear to be a bear and not a "teddybear".

My 2 1/2 year old twins love the Animal Alphabet book! It's a great book for children since it teaches

the alphabet, along with an animal for each letter of the alphabet. The book is also fun because kids

can slide the panels over so it gives them a chance to interact with the book. It's made of thick

board book material and is the perfect size for small hands. I would highly recommend this book for

all young children because it's fun AND educational!

I saw this at a friends house and loved it. I have been a fan of sliding windows and flaps in books

since my childhood. So, I naturally had to buy this for my 3.5 yr old daughter. I purchased this one

along with the number book by the same author and have not noticed any issues with any of the

windows getting stuck or not sliding as some other reviewers mentioned. My daughter loves this

book and the number book just as much as I do. These serve as fun tools now that we are focusing

more on our alphabet and numbers!

brilliant book. Very clever and well made for little hands

MY son loves these books

very fun book
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